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Overview
Current-sheet-like structures are ubiquitous in the solar wind. It is an important component of solar
wind MHD turbulence intermittency. In this work, we examine the effect of current sheet of the solar
wind MHD turbulence by analyzing the power spectrum, cross-helicity, residual energy, and
structure function etc in different periods of the solar wind that is characterized by the occurrence
rate of current sheets. Our study is performed to different types of solar wind according to the
O7+/O6+ ratio and entropy.

Key Findings
First we identified solar wind type according to
O7+/O6+ ratio and entropy for October 2010:

(1)Upper left: coronal hole, current sheet free
(2)Upper right: coronal hole, current sheet abundant
(3)Lower left: streamer belt, current sheet free
(4)Lower right: streamer belt, current sheet abundant

Explanation

Then we identified current sheets in this month,
picked out current sheet abundant and current sheet
free periods. We further analyzed cross helicity and
residual energy for different wind types and current
sheet abundances. Here are some examples we got
for each period.
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Cross helicity σC =(e+-e-)/(e++e-) measures the
predominance of the energy associated to one of
the two possible Alfven modes e+ and e-(outward
or inward); Residual energy σR = (ev-eb)/(ev+eb)
measures the excess of kinetic energy on
magnetic energy. For (2) and (3), σR ~ -1 and σC
~ 0, indicates that it’s magnetic structure dominant.
For (1) the peak around σR ~ 0 and σC ~ 1 is
associated the Alfvenic population. We didn’t find
a significant characteristic for type (4).

Case Study

We also find a interesting case where magnetic field
direction changed vastly and then restored(the figure
on the left shows the B-field components). We think it
might be connected with a kinked structure coming
out from solar surface(see case A on the right). We
are trying to find more evidences of it using other
diagnose method like Strahl electron pitch angle
distributions.
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